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FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
SUMMARY: Brief 1

A sequential project to the “Urban Field Lab” that 
would be built on ornamental slabs and 
structural components have been created.  A 
landmark dedicated to evoking the sacred 
essence, power and characteristics of the site in 
the ‘Deep South’ (Deptford / Catford). This 
sanctuary will be placed in the heart of South 
East East London, it will be a place where the elderly 
will feel invited and embraced. They will be able 
to escape from everyday struggles and walk in to 
appreciate the energy, materiality, geology and 
history that is embedded in their town. I will be 
analysing the relationship between ‘man’ and 
‘nature’ which I would consider a blur in 
question, and hquestion, and how we as a humanity can 
essentially blur its boundary. The elderly will be 
able to do sustain Fun Town with its own 
growing of fruits and vegetables alongside plant 
 owers for the survival of animals such as bees. 
They will be able to produce their own alcohol 
from the distillery that will be placed into Fun 
TTown and sell both alcohol and vegetation to 
the rest of Catford. This will at  rst be in the heart 
of Catford (Catford Broadway) but hopefully it 
will eventually travel further to other parts of 
Catford/Lewisham.

FUN TOWN FOOD MARKET
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FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
PLANT FARMING & DISTILLERY
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stages of plant growth

The plant’s life cycle starts with germination of the 
seed. All you need is water, oxygen, and the right 
temperature for the seed to germinate. How 
about light? Well, most seeds are not affected by 
light or darkness, but some seeds will not 
germinate until they see sufficient light.
AAs the right temperature is reached, and water is 
provided, the seed will germinate. When a dry 
seed uptakes water, we call it imbibition. 
Imbibition means to drink; seeds imbibe water.

TThis process is so similar to a dry sponge exposed 
to water. As the sponge absorbs water, it grows in 
size. The color of the sponge becomes more 
vivant and becomes heavier. Seeds do the same.

 VEGETATIVE AND GROWTH REPRODUCTIVE, FLOWERING AND FRUIT

Now that the root system can support growth, 
the vegetative stage begins. Plant nutrient 
requirements call for a large amount of 
nitrogen for the production of chlorophyll. 
Growth during this stage is primarily 
dedicated to stem, branch, and leaf areas.

TThe most substantial growth over the life 
cycle of the plant occurs in the vegetative 
stage and will continue unless hindered by a 
change in environment or lack of water and 
nutrients.

The  nal stage of the plant growth is the 
reproductive stage. Since the objective is now to 
reproduce, the plant’s energies are directed to the 
production of  owers, fruits, and seeds.

NNitrogen is no longer the main nutrient the plant 
needs. We now need to boost up other nutrients 
like phosphorus and potassium (P-K). This is all 
due to a slowing down of plant growth.

SEED GERMINATION

Plants are pollinated by various 
means like wind, water or bees and 
other insects. Pollination occurs 
when the pollen from one plant is 
transferred to another plant. 
Reproduction in  owering plants 
begin with pollination, the transfer of 
pollen fpollen from one plant to the stigma 
of another  ower or to the stigma of 
another  ower of the same plant.

POLLINATION



FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
WATER COLLECTOR - PLANT 
FARMING PROCESS
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FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
HONEY FARMING







FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
DESIGN ITE× TION 1

Exploring having the distillery and plant farming inside Catford’s Boradway 
Theatre. The reason I decided to chose the theatre is because its in the centre 
of Catford and the only place I considered “Fun”. Exploring a building of such 
magnititude and allowing the moving of Gantry’s to create a space that can 
work for the elderly was my priority.



1:50 scaled section of first iterative design for Fun Town Distillery. 
The idea is to create a void that can incorporate different spaces for different 
programs that are all placed in one large space. This is placed in inside the 
Catford Broadway Theatre.
Location might be changed.













MAPPING OF ALL FINAL PRO-
Gó M CHANGES - FINAL 
PLACEMENTS.



FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
TREE HOUSE PUBS





FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
ELDERLY HOUSING UNITS

Laurence House, existing floor plan 
before nursing home changes.









FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
DISTILLERY PROPOSAL 2

Distillery iterative 2, exploring a new loaction of where the distillery can be placed, initially I placed the distillery inside Catford 
broadway theatre. I decided that placing the distillery in a listed 2 building is a mistake, especially a place that hold a lot of history 
and the fact that I am working around the elderly changing such a building would no make sense. So I decided to keep the theatre as 
it is. With enough movement of Fun Town, the theatre would get a make over however without changing anything too drastically.







Section cut line



FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
DISTILLERY PROPOSAL 3



FUN TOWN NOT OLD TOWN
DISTILLERY FINAL PROPOSAL 






















